
 
Action Guide 

High-Ticket Application Questionaire 
 
Welcome to the High-Ticket Application questionnaire process for filtering out 
bad leads that will waste your time from those great leads looking to really do 
some high level work with you. Please print out and handwrite your answers into this 
Action Guide. 
 
In this Action Guide, we’re going to focus on: 
 

1.) How you can create a powerful filtering application process for your consulting 
business.  
 

2.) What types of software you’ll need so that you can automate everything and 
more importantly, how to shortcut the learning curve to using it.  
 

3.) The exact questions to put in your application questionnaire so that you eliminate 
those people whom are not a good fit to work with you, those people who do not 
have the money for your services and those people who are likely to later 
become headaches if you were to take them on as clients. 

 
You’re a professional that has consultation calls with potential clients as your 
main enrollment process for your business. This is your higher ticket sales model or 
is currently in process of being added to your business. This enrollment process has 
many names such as, enrollment conversation, strategy session, discovery session, 
consultation appointment, and many more. But between you and I… It’s a high-ticket 
product or service sales enrollment conversation.  
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Yes, you will support them and you will help field their questions, but if they turn out to 
be a great candidate for you training program or service… you’ll make them an offer to 
join your program. 
 
This specific type of application questionnaire has a psychological component to it that 
is worth discussing first. To talk to you or work with you, the client has to fill out an 
application first. By doing this, you are positioning yourself as a higher status 
professional that doesn’t have time to get on the phone with anyone who can get their 
hands on your phone number. You’re busy and your value is high! 
 
By having them answer specific questions on their application, they are qualifying 
themselves to you first so that you’ll take the time from your day to help them. 
 
And lastly, this positions you as an in-demand professional that has an abundance of 
potential clients to work with. For example, have you ever tried to get an appointment 
with one of the best doctors or specialists in your area? Guess what, there’s a waiting 
list right? You can’t just walk right in to their offices and demand their time and attention. 
You’d have to book an appointment and then wait a few weeks or so just to get on their 
schedule. This is the same thing. 
 
The purpose of a consultation call application questionnaire has three parts: 
 

1.) First part is the potential client taking a specific action or jumping through a hoop 
such as completing an application questionnaire to talk with you 

 
What will they have to accomplish before you get on the phone with them? List it 
below: 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

2.) Second part is they book a call time on your schedule (see below for app or 
software to help with that)  
 

3.) Third part is the client watching any of your indoctrination videos or audios prior 
to getting on the call with you and finally, you and them getting on the call 
together. A few good titles of those videos or audios is “What to expect on our 
call together.” and “How to prepare and get the most from our time together.” 
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The purpose of having this sales business model with consultation calls is to: 
 

1.) To streamline your enrollment conversation process with your potential clients to 
give you an opportunity to support them directly 
 

2.) To give you the opportunity of taking them on as a client or passing them off to 
someone else better suited to work with them 
 

3.) To position you as the in-demand authority in your industry or marketplace 
 

4.) To give you the space and setting to make this client an offer if and only if they 
are a great fit for your company and for your services  

 
 
 
Software to help coordinate your booking schedule and questionnaire 
There are many ways to do this and many programs (apps) to make this process easier 
and streamlined. Some people use Google forms, but I use Aquity Scheduler for this 
process. It helps me filter good clients from those unwillint to take accountability and 
take action prior to talking with me. It helps me ensure that I’m on the phone with the 
best client possible before spending time in a conversation with them. 
 
Here is an example of a solid Business Strategy Session Questionnaire (This is an 
example link to one of my business consultation apps: 
https://thestrategysessionlink.as.me/?appointmentType=3024523  
 
As you can see on mine, there is an introductory headline and paragraph. This 
should give them an idea of what you’re all about and the general direction that you’ll 
move with them if they became your clients in the future. 
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Below is the example of my headline and intro to set the context and pace of how 
I work and who I work with: 
 
 

Congratulations...This is your time! 
 

There's a 0.1% difference between the genetic make-up of all humans. 
 

So, at the level of high-performance, it is the very tiniest of shifts in perspective that play 
a huge role in distinguishing the highest of achievers in all areas. 

 
Believe in you... 

 
Schedule your session below! 

 
 

Corey Teramana 
 
 
Ok, great! Now below, we’re going to go into what your main application 
questionnaire page could look like. Keep in mind that you’ll need to adjust yours 
to reflect your business vision and your personal business model. 
 
Below is the one for you to model as it applies to my Business Consulting services. If I 
put something in (___) those are personal notes, strategy and explanations to you on 
why that question or option is formulated like it is. Everything in this process is very 
deliberate asnd structured for a feason.  
 
Below is the example of mine: 
 
This is a FREE Strategy Session phone call dedicated entirely to you and your 
business. However... I ask that you show up strong on the call and be honest, open and 
coachable! You can achieve anything, so don't show up on this call with excuses... just 
show up with your #1 problem or obstacle that's been holding you up and stopping your 
progress. 
 
Fill out these questions as accurately as possible. You will Succeed...! 
 
What product or service do you offer? *(means required to answer) 
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What is the #1 challenge in your business right now? * (Let them free-write so you 
can see how they formulate their sentences and thoughts) 
 
These topics are most relevant to my needs... * (Give them a choice of the main 
things) 

- I am struggling with lead generation 
- I am struggling with creating products to sell 
- I want to create a profitable group coaching program 
- I want to learn more about selling affiliate products 
- I want to know more about the Inner Circle Sales Team 
- I am struggling with sales 
- I am struggling with creating leads 
- I am struggling with cash flow and income 
- My business is expanding and I need to leverage my time and resources 
- I am rebranding and pursuing a new target market 
- I am unfulfilled in my current line of work 
- I want more passion-based income streams 
- I am struggling with relationship issues 
- I’m ok but want to feel Fucking Amazing… 
- I want to create a higher quality life 
- I want to become a higher performer and step it up 
- I need to overcome a specific fear or limiting mental block 
- I need to breakthrough a depression or slump 
- I'm making money but feel lost because I'm not serving a higher cause or 

purpose 
 
 
What monthly budget are you comfortable setting aside for marketing, 
advertisements and networking? * (This is to determine if they are serious about their 
business and invested) 
 
What monthly budget are you comfortable setting aside for education, coaching 
or consulting? * (This is to determine if they will be able to pay for your services and if 
they are committed to their success) 
 
What motivates you to work with Corey at this time in your life? * (This positions 
you as the possible solution and premptively assumes the sale. It puts the ball in your 
court as to if you will take them on as a client or not.) 
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Imagine that you're one year out from today, looking back with Corey... What did 
you accomplish that you really wanted to? * (Future pace their outcomes) 
 
Do you have quality support in your life? If so, with who and what have they done to 
earn your respect and trust? * (You can see if they’re lone soldiers doing everything all 
alone or if they have support. It also positions you to become the next most logical 
choice for their progress and success) 
 
 

Now, let’s get into action around your 
application questionnaire process  

 
 
What is the purpose of your business, product or service? Meaning why have you 
made yourself and your services available to the public? 
 
The purpose is to  _____________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
So that ______________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________. 
 
 
Next, lets talk about the things you want them to accomplish before talking to you? This 
can vary depending on what you service or program is and how you hold it. Here are 
examples of hoops they can jump through: 
 

1.) Apply to speak with you by filling out an application 
 

2.) Leave a 60 second voicemail explaining what they hope to accomplish with you 
on the call 
 

3.) Schedule a time on your booking calendar 
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4.) Pay money, some charge an hours wage or fee just for the consultation call 
(Also, people offer to reimburse the amount if the person makes it to the call. It’s 
a deposit which is also very fair to put on your application process) 
 

5.) And / or any other things that are pertinent to your business or the subject matter. 
 
Remember, the purpose of this is so they put something at stake or invest some time 
and attention  to detail first. This makes sure that you time is well spent on the phone or 
in person with motivated action takers that are serious about why they are coming to 
you. 
 
 
 
So, what things will you have them complete prior to you getting on the phone with 
them? 
 

1.) __________________________________________________________ 
 

2.) __________________________________________________________ 
 

3.) __________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Next, we can talk about the questions on your application. So, you want it to be some 
work, but not too much. About 5-10 questions is good. Make sure you accomplish three 
things. Have them articulate what they want from the conversation. Have them articulate 
where they are struggling and experiencing challenges as it relates to your expertise or 
service. Have them share how much money, if any they are willing to invest in their 
solution. AKA, do they have a budget to pay you if they are a good fit to work with you. 
After checking my sample application questions above… create your own below. 
 

1.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

2.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
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3.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

4.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

5.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 

6.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

7.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

8.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

9.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 

10.) ____________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________ 
 
Ok, great work! 
 
What program will you use to schedule your your appointments? Again, the one I use is 
Aquity Scheduler because it’s easy, affordable and very streamlined. You can find more 
by searching Google.com for appointment scheduling and booking software services. I 
believe the free way to do it is through Google forms. 
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List your program or booking method here: __________________________________ 
 
Also to know, some businesses have people call into their secretary or assistant and 
manually schedule calls too. However, this training program stresses the importance of 
having your client fill out an application / intake form so that your time together is best 
spent addressing their major needs and concerns.  
 
 
So, from here you could add some indoctrination videos and / or audio for your client to 
listen to prior to the call. A few popular titles and pieces of content you could redirect 
them to after they successfully book the appointment are: 
 

1.) What to expect on our Consultation session? 
 

2.) How to prepare for our Consultation session? 
 

3.) How to get the most from our time together? 
 

4.) Commonly asked questions and answers? 
 

5.) Testimonials reel from your past clients  
 
 
So, you could choose one or all of these to send people. 
 
Which ones will you prepare ahead of time for them? Remember to structure these 
pieces of content to eliminate fear, doubt and hesitation from their mind. Let these 
answer all of their rebuttles for your services, pricing structure and value scales. If done 
right, they will show up to your consultation calls ready to buy and jump “all in.” 
  
List your premade pieces of content known as the indoctrination process: 
 

1.) ________________________________________________________ 
 

2.) ________________________________________________________ 
 

3.) ________________________________________________________ 
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Ok, we’re almost done. You can think about what times during the day and week that 
you can set aside for your Consultation calls. Will you have them everyday? Will you 
block out a few hours a day during the week for these? Either way, you can set it ahead 
of time and also read just these times based on how your upcoming week looks. 
 
Get a little clarity on the times that work best for you. Remember, this process is the 
LIFE-BLOOD of your business. If you’re a higher ticket consultant or professional that 
books clients, how well you execute this process will determine how efficient and 
profitible your business will be.  
 
 
 

Great work so far…! Way to go. 
 

 
 
If you haven’t yet, print this out and fill in the answers. Feel free to 
send me a copy of it so I can give you my feedback at 
corey@coreyteramana.com.  
 
If you enjoyed this and are interested in developing next level 
leadership qualities to support your life, your business and your 
relationships, come try out our Inner Circle Leadership Mastermind 

team. Over the years, both men and women alike have been coming together to play a 
bigger game that directly impacts their success with everything in life, including their 
finances and their overall effectiveness in relationships. Click here to check it out!  
 

 
 
And if you’d like to speak with me personally about your unique situation, you can set up 
a FREE strategy session where I can bring you my highest level of consultation support! 
Click this link here to get on my calendar. 
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Looking for a powerful sales funnel (website) solution designed to 
help you generate leads, convert sales and increase your overall 
business success?  
 
 
Great, I’ve built you a few and I’m giving you all three of my proven drag and drop 
funnels that I’ve used to make money with and simplify my business life! They even 
come with a free 14 day trial so you can see if you like the software called ClickFunnels. 
Hands down, it’s the best I’ve ever come accross!  
 
 
To download any or all of these prebuilt funnels, all you have to do is click the images or 
copy and paste their individual links into your browser. The best news is that the 
download will start automatically! 
 
 
Here is the first funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6099983/share/rtu6p47o2v8akqk9  
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Here is the second funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6832062/share/b4ap1yygadqbgt8m  

 
 
Here is the third funnel… click this link to start automatic download and free account 
setup: https://app.clickfunnels.com/funnels/6982386/share/v136tz3kvvxn43vq  
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